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Constitutional Cleavages — Briefing 2

This briefing presents the results from Wave 1 and Wave 2 of the 2021 Scottish Election Study, which 

capture public opinion both before and after the 2021 Scottish Parliament Election. In this document we 

present evidence of the extent to which voter behaviour in the 2021 Scottish Parliament election falls along 

stances on Scottish independence and Brexit. We break down the electorate into four constitutional tribes 

and discuss shifts in their size between 2014 and today. We then explain how each tribe has distinct voting 

patterns in 2021. We show how this is underpinned by voters prioritising one constitutional identity over the 

other, both when making their vote choice in the Holyrood election and when switching one of their 

constitutional preferences between the Brexit vote and today. Lastly, we discuss how tactical voting in 2021 

is both a manifestation of a unionist vote choice and evidence that, for some pro-independence voters, 

their constitutional preferences are not a significant factor. 

Scotland’s Four Constitutional Tribes

Voters’ Independence and Brexit preferences in 2021
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 2021 SES Wave 2 data, post-election 

Looking at where voters stand on Scotland’s two constitutional questions - membership of the United 

Kingdom and European Union - allows us to break down the electorate into four groups with distinct 

constitutional preferences. By cross-referencing people’s prior votes and current attitudes on both 

Independence and Brexit, we begin by forming an image of the relative size of each constitutional group 

and how these have changed. Based on 2014 and 2016 vote choices, the Scottish electorate is only slightly 

unevenly spread out across the four tribes: the two preferences are cross-cutting. The most widespread 

preference is having voted No in 2014 and Remain in 2016 - unsurprisingly, these reflect the winning sides 
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in each vote (at least north of the border, in the case of Brexit). This is followed by Yes/Remain voters, but 

the No/Remain and No/Leave categories are not inconsequential: the proportion of voters who were in 

favour of independence and in favour of Brexit, despite being the smallest category, still amounts to 1 in 6 

voters. 

2021 Vote by Constitutional Preference

Constituency vote choice by 2021 constitutional preferences  
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2021 SES Waves 1 and 2

Our data shows that 2021 voters with different constitutional preferences have distinct patterns of voting 

behaviour. The party preferences of Yes/Leavers and Yes/Remainers are aligned. Over 80% of each 

category says to have voted for the Scottish National Party at the constituency level. The SNP commands 

a high degree of loyalty among pro-independence Scots, something helped by the previously discussed 

shifts in tribes: the vast majority of these individuals are now also pro-EU, minimising disagreement within 

the pro-independence electorate. 
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On the No side, Leave and Remain factions are significantly more fractured in their voting behaviour. Over 

half of No/Leavers voted for the Conservatives, whereas the main party of choice for No/Remainers was 

Labour. Both of these groups are also more likely to vote for the Liberal Democrats. The No tribes are more 

spread-out across different parties, but these are mostly anti-independence parties, with the exception of 

a significant but small slice of No/Remain voters who still chose the SNP. 

Two of the constitutional tribes have the option to vote for parties which reflect both their Independence 

and Brexit stances. The Scottish National Party and the Greens advocate for Yes/Remain, whereas the 

Conservatives have the clearest No/Leave stance (followed by Labour, to a lesser degree). This alignment 

is clear from their vote choices described above, from which we can tell that party choice in 2021 is strongly 

divided across constitutional preferences. 

The other two tribes are, when it comes to their constitutional preferences, cross-pressured. With the 

exception of the Liberal Democrat option, No/Remainers have had to choose between parties advocating 

their independence preference (the Conservatives or Labour) and parties reflecting their Brexit preference 

(the SNP or the Greens). This explains the high level of fragmentation in their vote choice. But despite this 

heterogeneity, the majority of cross-pressured No/Remainers voted for a ‘No’ party rather than a ‘Remain’ 

party. In a parallel dynamic, over 8 in 10 Yes/Leavers chose a ‘Yes’ party rather than a ‘Leave’ one. These 

results indicate that not only is the 2021 vote choice heavily aligned along constitutional stances, but that 

independence identities are more significant than Brexit preferences to people’s voting behaviour. 
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A Prior Realignment
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2014 and 2016 referendum choice and 2021 constitutional preferences 

2021 SES Wave 1 data, pre-election

This is not to mean that Brexit preferences don’t matter: our data also shows that between the 2016 

referendum and today, a significant slice of the electorate has changed their independence preferences 

to become aligned with their Brexit ones. The graph here shows flows of No/Remainers changing their 

independence stance to Yes, and Yes/Leavers switching to No. The flows have gone both ways, with each 

of these groups having an equal portion of voters changing their Brexit preferences instead. The common 

direction is one of movement away from cross-pressured constitutional tribes, which as a result have 

significantly downsized.
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Tactical Voting
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Pro-independence tactical voters: Which party did they try to stop?    

2021 SES Waves 1 and 2
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2021 SES Waves 1 and 2

It is important to highlight, however, that constitutional preferences are not the only determinant of vote 

choice in 2021. Patterns of tactical voting are a good example of this. When asking respondents to justify 

their vote choice, 1 in 5 report that it was a tactical vote to stop another party. The net majority of these 

voters say the party they attempted to stop was the SNP. On one hand, 93% of unionist tactical voters have 

done so to ‘stop the SNP’. On the other, so did the majority of pro-independence tactical voters. This group 

is considerably smaller than the former, meaning that pro-independence voters are in general less inclined 

to vote tactically to stop a party. But it also serves as a reminder that voters will judge parties and leaders 

on a wider series of issues and evaluations and not only constitutional identities. 
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